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Perth City Swimming Club

DEVELOPMENT TOUR BROOME 2012

Perfect weather, sensational accommodation, great
meet, friendly people and bunch of Perth City
Development swimmers all mixed together. You couldn’t
ask for a better combination to breed success.
On Thursday 4th October a large group of 45 swimmers
and parents flew into Broome. What was to be the
biggest team for Perth City and in past club history to
represent the club on tour.
With 28 swimmers having entered the meet it was time
for the athlete commitments to shine through.
Whilst some swimmers took the invitation and
requirements with a tight grip and ensured they fulfilled
every part of the recommendations others left room for
improvement on their next tour or swim team.
For many swimmers it was the first time travelling alone or
in a team environment so as expected there was much
to learn away from the pool.
This part of the tour was a credit to all members. They
planned nutritious menus, worked out shopping lists and
tailored their requirements to fit within an allocated
budget.

Many thanks to many individuals that made the tour such
an enjoyable experience for the swimmers and eased
the workload for myself.
Perth City have been great supporters of this tour . We
are very fortunate to have a club that can clearly see
the benefits of such opportunities.
A big thank you to Henrico Smit for his assistance and 24
hour bus driving with some very talented singers!!!!
To Jo Smit for her daily smile and volunteering with all
tasks and finally to Angie Sorensen for her supervising of
swimmers.
Also to the parents that made the trip for a mini holiday
but offered assistance with a smile.
A BIG THANK YOU.

A gutsy swim by Louis on the
opening session

In more than one way, Louis Taverner put 100%
effort into his 800FS on the opening session.
Whilst many were having problems just keeping
count of the laps Louis planned his race to near
perfection. Working through the last 100FS in a
sensational sprint Louis put everything into to it –
even his apple consumed before the race.
Well one can not say that he didn’t give it his all!
Great effort Louis!

Perth City statistics
Female PB’s 107
Male PB’s 71
299 Swim’s
233 Medal’s
46.6km of racing

Female Swimmer of the Meet
Georgia Truscott (Senior)
Brooke Rego (Junior)
Check out all of the Broome photos
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It was so much more than
just a swimming tour
The Perth City development swimmers experience
the local cultural, wildlife and attractions of Broome
during their tour.
These activities were made available by the fantastic
parental help we had in Broome and the provided to
the swimmers as a reward of their planning,
organisation and behaviour.
From camels to crocodiles, jelly fish to fake tans it
was a lifetime of experiences.

HOW DO SWIMMERS OCCUPY
THEMSELVES IN A POOL IF THEY ARE
NOT TRAINING?








Making trumpets with the noodles
Chasey
Marco Polo
Noodle slaps
Syncronised diving competitions
Taking over the spa
Handstand competitions

